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CROSSWORD
Down
1. Another name for the Strawberry Tree
2. This tree is known as the fairy tree?
3. Which tree is known as the 'King of Trees'?
4. Which trees lose their leaves in the winter?
8. How can you tell the age of a tree?
9. Which trees keep their leaves all the year round?
12. Which wood is used to make hurleys?
Across
5. Which season do tree leaves change colour?
6. Climate xxxxxx is a real problem for our planet
7. Trees remove this from the atmosphere
10. Nut from the Oak Tree
11. It is a system that stores carbon removed from the atmosphere.
13. How many species of native trees are in Ireland?
14. Coal, gas and oil are these types of fuels
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ANAGRAMS
What do trees take from the atmosphere?
ddcboiexinaor
Koala Bears eat the leaves of which tree?
uauetyscpl
Chocolate is a product made from the roast beans of which tree?
accoa
What is the name of the tree made famous in the Harry Potter series?
mipwliohwwonlg
From which part does a tree get water and nutrients from the soil?
sorto
Which bird has a sharp and strong beak, which help it to bore into trees
to find food and make homes?
recopeodwk

What is the traditional Japanese art of growing a small living tree that
gives the impression of a mature, full-sized tree called?
niobas
What tree is native to the Mediterranean and often grown to produce
cooking oil?
loeiv
What word refers to a scientist who studies trees?
nditoodserlg
When is the International Day of Forests celebrated each year?
rchmats21

ANAGRAM ANSWERS
Carbon Dioxide
Eucalyptus
Cacao Tree
Whomping Willow
Roots
Woodpecker
Bonsai
Olive
Dendrologist
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